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The Newsletter asks for more contributions; and begs understanding, please, if they do not appear at once - or, ever.
It is most unlikely that anonymous contributions will be
used; a well written humorous letter came some months ago but address and signature were part of the humorous whole,
and fictitious.
This little magazine can make a permanent record of
clubs' histories, particularly those which began before
World War Two (even if the record has breaks): that includes
all the clubs which are listed in Walter Abson's article in
this issue. Someone may be able to write about the
clubs which do not exist now.
The Editor/Stapler/Despatcher sends his Christmas Greetings.
Write to Ewart Russell, 50, Mile End Road,Colchester,C04 5BX
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POMFRET IN CANADA (cont.)
And so, on 29th June, 1978, our eleven stalwarts assembled
at Heathrow for the first leg of a tour that was to cover
some 12,000 miles. We flew via the Polar route, and were
able to look down from 35,000 feet on such places as Iceland,
Greenland, Baffin Bay and the vast North West Territories.
Having left London at 1 p.m. British Summer Time, we arrived
in Vancouver 9 1/4 hours later at 1.30 p.m. Pacific Time.
Our accommodation was the local Youth Hostel, 200 yards
from a fine sandy beach and superb views of mountains and
the skyscrapers of the city centre some four miles away.
Vancouver is a very modern, very clean city, surrounded on
three sides by water. The coastline around the city is fiordlike, with tree-clad slopes rising steeply from rocky inlets,
and, of course, in the distance, the backdrop of the Rocky
Mountains.
Our arrival in the city coincided with a brewery strike,
heat wave and Canada's Independence Day celebrations. The
latter featured dancing in the streets by many ethnic groups
(Vancouver is very cosmopolitan) and so we were able to fit
in quite well with this, despite our being identified as
Polish, French, Austrian etc., as well as English. A difficulty we encountered during our tour was persuading people
to put money 'in the hat.' As we were not sponsored in any
way and paying our own expenses, we were unashamedly collecting in the streets as we danced, and we gained the impression
that not only was Morris new to them, but neither had they
come across street collections in any form before. After a
short while we developed the technique of emphasising that
the money was for our air fares home - not quite true, but it
got the message over. We worked very hard in Vancouver
dancing every day for a week and living mainly on hamburgers
and cake. Towards the end of the week we allowed ourselves
a half day sightseeing tour with transport provided then as
on other occasions by Vancouver Lions, whose help in this
direction we would gratefully like to acknowledge.
We now had to cross the Rockies to Calgary and after
investigating the various forms of public transport, all of
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which were very cheap, we chose the railway (£11 each for
650 miles!) After phoning our Calgary contact to say we
were on our way, we boarded our Canadian Pacific, air-conditioned, reclining-seated, smoke-windowed observation-domed
train for a 22-hour journey. Arriving at Calgary we found our
contact had billeted us at the Youth Hostel again. Calgary
is a brash, modern prairie town, very clean but with little
to commend it except its annual 'Stampede', held in a vast
showground; most of this is a funfair, the main events such
as chuckwagon racing, bronco busting etc. being held in a
central arena like a football stadium. We suffered a disappointment here - we had hoped to have a regular dancing
spot arranged in the showground, but this had not materialized. We therefore decided to spend our week dancing in the
pedestrian precincts of the town centre, and mixing with
cowboys and indians, open-air square dancing, country and
western groups etc. It was a hard week, dancing all day
every day with quite a lot of walking about involved. So it
was with no regrets that we caught a train back to Vancouver,
and into the hands of local "folkies." There is a very active
and thriving folk scene - odd for us to come 5,000 miles to
hear traditional English songs.
Our contact in Victoria (on Vancouver Island) had
arranged for us to be met by.....surprise, surprise, the
Victoria Morrismen. We were unaware there was a team in Western Canada - they are a section of Victoria's ethnic dance
group which performs dances from all over the world. We owe
these people quite a debt of gratitude, for they accommodated, fed and watered us during our 8-day stay on the island. Our arrival coincided with Captain Cook's bicentenary celebrations and we, of course, cashed in on this
(vulgar term!), dancing on the jetty as one of the "tall
ships" came in. For much of this final week, we took a wellearned rest and enjoyed the sunshine.
All good things come to an end, of course, and so
eventually we bade our farewells and by bus, boat, bus again,
jumbo jet and finally Land-rover, we made our way hack to
Pontefract, home of Pomfret Morrismen, leaving behind many
newly-made friends, but bringing back many happy memories and
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as much duty-free booze as we could manage.
We set out on the Canadian adventure primarily because
we enjoy Morris and when the opportunity arose to see new
horizons at the same time, then obviously we took it. We
knew it would be hard work and so it proved to be - temperatures were in the eighties and above, and we danced hours at
a stretch most days. Our aim financially was to recoup our
air fares and this we achieved; but other expenses were far
greater than envisaged and we came back with a moderate loss
which we are now slowly wiping off. However, we now "know the
ropes" and have established contacts so that in 1980 we plan
to return to Vancouver possibly accompanied by a ladies'
dance team (not doing men's Morris) and a Ceilidh band. A very
useful contact is one of our team who subsequently married a
Vancouver girl and now lives there:
Our time spent on the west coast was in sharp contrast
to that in Calgary where we were on the whole met by indifference.
Vancouver and Victoria are by far the most "British"
and this came over well in the response we received. The
group based there doing Morris as part of their other dancing
activities certainly came as a surprise. Their standard was
good considering they had never seen genuine Morris (some
might say they still haven't seen any!) and had nothing but
books and photographs to go on. Should anyone wish to contact
them, write to Mr. K. Jackson, 1831 San Juan, Victoria, B.C.
RON ROCKETT, Squire 1977/78
TREVOR INGHAM, Squire 1979
********************************************************
JINKY WELLS, MASTER FOOL AND SELF TAUGHT FIDDLER
William Wells, like William Kimber, played a key role
in bringing a breath of the tradition into the revival of the
Cotswold Morris. His life spanned from the last pipe and
taborer playing at Hampton, through the rediscovery of the
morris, to its post WWII rehabilitation. He was brought up
and taught by his grandfather and uncles. He was a famous
clown between Queen Victoria's two Jubilees - "so funny
often put out fiddler and dancers, reduced them once to a
standstill". He danced in a very exaggerated manner. Clive
Carey wrote "almost like a Russian grotesque (in the ballet).
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Legs very bent and lifted very high - body very much bent
in sidestep and show - in straddle, feet very far apart and
knees bent right down". The style could still be seen on
Lionel Bacon's films of 1936.
The public interest generated by the Esperance Club displays encouraged Wells to advertise the Bampton Morris and
his energetic promotion started the annual Whit-Monday pilgrimages. It led to Sharp inviting him over to Stow in August
1908 to teach the dances, for which he received £5, not shared amongst the dancers, so grew an accusation of "selling
the Morris". A side and Jinky were invited by Mary Neal to
dance in London and teach at the Esperance Club. Although he
was the fiddler, he was not the acknowledged leader or secretary and disputes arose over bookings.
In 1926 he formed
his own youths side, the "Young Uns" and this ran in parallel with the "Old Uns" till WW II. Wells did little teaching and many dancers had to pick it up as best they could from
older men. But then, Hampton had a living tradition. Nowhere
else had the morris permeated the life of the village to
such an extent. Wells had periods of blindness but he did not
drop his connection with the morris,
and went with the side
to an International Folklore meeting in London, to Ring Meetings and actually taught at Ring Instructionals.
Wells cared for the past, "they used to play much slower
on the whistle and dub, but it was very beautiful and you
could grasp every movement" and again in 1912 he said "the
music is most of it too quick and the old graceful movements
are slurred to keep pace with it". Wells was not considered
highly as a fiddler at first in contrast with Arnold Woodley's great uncle, Dick Butler, who had followed his father
not only as musician for the morris but also for social
dancing for miles around. Jinky had not played initially all
the tunes but later he not only reminded the side of old
forgotten dances but he constantly exercised the fiddler's
privilege of introducing new tunes and dances. He would play
tunes like Folly Put The Kettle On walking between gardens,
and some others with the flavour of songs were Forestry Keeper's Daughter, Tinker's Hoard, Dear Old Home, Harvest Home,
Wait For The Waggon and When The Sun Goes Down. His inspir-
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ing playing can be heard on Folktracks FSA-90-084.
Jinky kept alive several odd jigs. He had a reputation
around the Clubs for dancing his version of the Sherborne Jig
whilst playing the fiddle.
THE FIDDLER'S JIG
Music - Flowers of Edinburgh
Dance - once to Self - jump in last bar.
Foot-up
-r.l.r.hr/l.r.l.hl/r.hr.l.hl/r.-.1.-/
r.l.r.hr/l.r.l.hl/bs. bs. /r. L.//
bs=back-step
L =plain caper
Jig
- kneel on right leg, kneel on left leg, 4 plain
capers, followed by 3 sidesteps and a spring
caper on the spot.
Spring Capers - circle round doing r. l.hl/r. l.hl/R.
L. /H. L. / twice over.
Jig - as before
Straddle Capers
Jig and caper out.
A letter to Douglas Kennedy, 2.12.37, shed a new light
on another jig widely known in the form published by Cecil
Sharp.
THE FOOL'S JIG
Music - "The Bold Hussar". Wells wrote "The Keel Row dance
tune and time does quite well as it's a heel and toe dance
First part - foot-up keeping time once over.
Second part - holding the stick in the right hand, you pass
over, under the left leg, reverse over and under the right,
reverse passes.
Third part - cross over right foot, reverse over three times
then passes round back and front of body and over head.
Fourth part - stoop body with stick in both hands, at the
ends leaving place between, low down till the hands and stick
nearly touch the ground. Left leg through and back, then
right ditto.
Fifth part - the tricky bit then comes, to get first left
through then right, the two feet are then through; then get
them hack into position, right back, left back, the stick
still in both hands behind your back.
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Sixth part - then do heel and toe as half round and finish.
The performers can put a lot of extra changes to suit
taste. I used to forty years ago."
Jinky Wells had two sons in the morris. He was a
great influence on the recent leaders of the sides in the
village. He had a greater impact on the leaders of the revival. In Bampton he is remembered as a little odd-job man
with a hand-cart.
R.L.DOMMETT

©

1979

See RLD, Issue 2, Nov.1978
Issue 4, Aug.1979
*********************************************************
G.O.M. of the Morris.
The letter following makes one think that, as the penultimate decade of the century is not so far away, it will be a
good thing to have on record the names of men who were dancing the morris before the institution of the Ring - October,
1934. Pre-eminently, there is Past Squire of The Ring
Douglas Kennedy, 1911 (see Issue 4.) In Colchester there is
Harry Bird, still dancing, who danced his first Morris in
1926, when he was ten years old.
PLEASE WRITE, WITH DATES
10, Drummond Road,
Ilkeston,
DE7 5HA 13.10.79
Dear Ewart,
I have just read with great interest, the article in
The Morris Dancer 4 on the events leading to the formation of The Morris Ring, and feel that I must tell you
of the slight affinity I have with those early days.
In 1928, as a school-boy of eleven, I was taught my
first Morris, Beansetting, and Rigs, but I am ashamed to
say that I cannot recall by whom.
That tiny seed, though remaining dormant for many
years, eventually bore fruit and I have been dancing now
for many years, first with Ripley (Derbys) defunct these
many years, then with Foresters, and at present with
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Derby M.M.
Yours sincerely,
SAM TAYLOR
******************************************************
From Norman Peacock, of the Gallus Morris:I now have a code for selling brochures
To Scots
25p
To English (North)
30p
To English (South)
50p or 40p depending on whether a
village or a seaside resort
To French tourists
40p
Hence
R.R.P.
50p i.e., we always sell at cut
price.
The first two prices were determined on the Lothian
Men's Border tour in August when we danced in Scotland
on Saturday and England on Sunday.
8.10.79
********************************************************
Roger Cartwright, of the Stillwater M.M., Orono, Maine,
sent the second circular letter about the 4th Travelling
Morrice in Maine, U.S.A., 16th – 25th August, 1979. In it
one can rend......Hillside Farm, Camden. This lovely
farm lies four miles inland from Camden. There are upper
and middle meadows affording fine views of the sea,
S. Hope’s church spire; Great Blue herons and bald eagles
nesting on Bald Mountain; cows, sheep, hay; generous
patches of peerless Maine blueberries flank the fields;
an upper and lower practice site for dancing; swimming
nearby in two or three ponds, or two miles off in Lake
Megunticook.
Bring many whites, black shoes, belt; Laundry capersTues.,Thurs.,Sat. Extra handkerchiefs – 22x22, may be
purchased at 1.75/pr from a reserve.
The Feast will be held in Jim Gilbert’s fine establishment, the Camden Harbour Inn, overlooking the bay,
windjammers, Mts. Battie, Megunticook and nearly everything else. Dancing may and will continue on and on, outside the Inn and later at the Yacht Club and other sealected [sic] spots.

Tours for the eight days had been roughed out –(well spread,
one might say): e.g., Topsham, Brunswick, Bath, Boothsbay:
Belfast, Swansville, Northport, Searsport, Bucksport, Wintersport: South Bristol Peninsula, Damariscotta, Newcastle.
One would hope that a Log was kept; and that a copy of
it would find its way to England.
A HISTORY OF THE MORRIS CLUBS OF LONDON
The London Morris Ring Meeting of 1972 was organised by members
of five London clubs. Afterwards, it was thought a pity the
useful and pleasant association should cease. It
was decided, therefore, to invite representatives from all the
London clubs, whether they were members of the Ring or not,
to meet, and, possibly, form an on-going organisation.
This meeting was held at the Paviours’ Arms, Westminster,
on Thursday 10th May, 1973. Colin Fleming (Westminster MM.)
and John Monson (London Pride MM.) both of whom had been
most active in the matter, found themselves Chairman and Bagman. A title was chosen for the new organisation, the Morris
Clubs of London, and its function was that of a liaison committee. Sometimes this latter description is used as its title.
At this first meeting it was suggested that morris
should be shown at some suitable place, weekly, throughout
the summer. Arrangements were made to dance in Sloane Square
(not used) and Russell Square (used in 1973). The setting was
fine but is remote from an audience. Later discussions and
negotiations led to all London clubs, in turn, dancing in
Broad Sanctuary outside Westminster Abbey on every Wednesday
evening from April to September. This continues to the present time.
Just before Christmas in each year the MCL representatives have had a party. The early parties were held at the
Paviours’ Arms. Later, Woodside M.M. arranged one at Watford;
Wheatsheaf one at Brixton and the last was arranged by the
Earls of Essex at Barking.
Starting in November 1974, teams from the London clubs
have danced in Paternoster Square, London, where crowds gather to watch the Lord Mayor’s Show. Afterwards the men, their
womenfolk and children go to the refectory of City University
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for feasting, morris and social dancing. In 1978 the
number
of clubs taking part made it possible to use three pitches including the steps leading to St. Paul’s Churchyard.
In 1974 Lionel Bacon’s Morris Notebook was in preparation. It was printed and then the loose pages were brought
to Cecil Sharp House where men from MCL sorted them, despatched them to the binders, collected the bound books and helped
with the final distribution.
At the 29th May 1975 meeting the first mention was made
of the possibility of dancing the morris from London to Norwich to celebrate the Queen’s Jubilee as well as the feat
performed by Will Kemp, a Shakespearean clown, who did this in 9 out of 30 days – in 1599. Kemp called his journey the
Nine Daies Wonder.
Members of the MCL committee put in a tremendous amount
of organisation and negotiation.
In the weekend of Easter,
7 – 11 April 1977, teams from 26 clubs, dancing about five
miles each along Will Kemp’s route, carried an illuminated
scroll of greeting from the Lord Mayor of London to the Lord
Mayor of Norwich. The Beaux of London City M.M. received the
scroll ceremonially at London’s Guildhall. It was handed on
from team to team till, finally, Kemp’s Men of Norwich received it. One of their number leapt a churchyard wall,handed over the scroll to the Lord Mayor and received a gift of
money – as Will had done in 1599. The whole enterprise was
a complete success and received worldwide publicity.
Arising out of the Nine Daies Wonder, MCL had become
acquainted with the actor, Chris Harris, who had toured the
country and been filmed in his one-man show based on Kemp’s
dance to Norwich. In January 1978 a “fools’ workshop” was
arranged and was attended by members of a number of clubs.
Here the art of fooling was studied under the instruction of
Chris Harris.
The officers of MCL are constantly being approached by
people and organisations who want morris demonstrations. In
almost all cases these engagements are accepted by one club
or another. In 1977 the clubs took turns at dancing at the
Dickens Inn in London’s rebuilt dockland.
In April 1978 MCL organised talks and discussions on the
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early days of the morris revival up to the formation of the
Morris Ring. These talks were given by the first and third
Bagmen at Cecil Sharp House and a transcript is available at
10p a copy.
On May Day (or thereabouts) in 1978 Herga M.M. arranged,
on behalf of MCL, dancing at Tower Hill, London. This was
successful but was a more modest venture than had been
planned. In March 1979 the first of a number of study days,
under the aegis of MCL, was fixed to take place at Esher, the
subject to be the Fieldtown tradition.
At the end of 1977 Colin Fleming and John Monson ended
their very active and successful time as Chairman and Bagman.
Bill Delderfield (Blackmore M.M.) and Andy Roberts (London
Pride M.M.) succeeded them. At the present time, Andy finds
his work taking him to Cardiff and so Paul Burgess (Ravensbourne M.M.) takes over these duties.
The liaison between the clubs at MCL has, as has been
seen, many results. Not least important is that difficulties
of overlapping patches and overdanced pitches have been smoothed out in discussion in the meetings and in conversation in
the beer breaks. Exchanges that might have been acrimonious
have thus been avoided. From time to time, morris men have
visited clubs other than their own, sometimes to visit,
sometimes, if the visited club is a new one, to instruct.
For many meetings now, MCL have met at the Paviours'
Arms. Early on two other meeting places were used. In 1973
around 25 clubs sent representatives to the meetings which are always useful and enjoyable, even hilarious. Now
and again a club has dropped out but steadily the numbers
have increased to the present forty who are drawn from an
area bounded by Tunbridge Wells, Chelmsford, St. Albans and
Guildford.
Anyone having an interest in morris dancing in the
London area is always welcome to attend the meetings of the
Morris Clubs of London.
Cyril D.Smith, Thames Valley M.M.
18.3.79
************************************************************
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See Issue 4.
From WALTER ABSON, First Bagman of The Morris Ring.
My article in the last issue of "The Morris Dancer"
gave an account of the setting up of The Morris Ring, and ended at the year 1934 by which time the Ring was fully in being.
This article continues the story from that date up to 1940.
The purpose of The Ring as set out in its first constitution was "to encourage the dancing of the Morris and to
preserve its traditions, to bring into contact all existing
Morris Men's clubs or sides and to encourage the foundation
of others". To do this the Ring, through its officers, undertook three main activities. First, it organised gatherings
where Morris Men could meet each other and where the dance
could be shown to the public; secondly, it arranged visits by
Ring officers or other experienced dancers to young clubs
and to groups who were attempting to form themselves into
Morris clubs; thirdly, it maintained and circulated a list
of clubs and their representatives, and conducted an everincreasing flow of correspondence with Morris Clubs and with
other people who were interested in the dance. The most obvious of these activities was the Ring meetings, but the
Ring could not have fulfilled its task through these alone.
I stress this point because in a short article the best way
of summarising the Ring's early history is by means of a
list of Ring meetings, which thereby seem to assume an importance that should not be allowed to obscure the other
work that was going on.
Before setting out this list I should explain that the
formal business of the Ring - elections of officers, admissions of now clubs, changes in the constitution and so on was done as it is now by the votes of the clubs. But there
was no Annual General Meeting; instead of this, after the
toasts at the Feast, each Ring gathering turned itself into
a short business meeting when minutes were read and any
formal business was transacted. This worked well for the
smaller organisation of those days. It gave fairly frequent
opportunities for the expression of views and for the conduct of business, and it had the merit that the admissions
of new clubs could be done more often than once a year.
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The Inaugural Meeting was held on 20th October, 1934
when the following clubs were represented:- the six founder
clubs of Cambridge, East Surrey, Greensleeves, Letchworth,
Oxford and Thaxted, together with seven other clubs who had
expressed the wish to join the Ring during the time since
its constitution at Thaxted the previous June. These seven
clubs were Bovingdon, Chelmsford, Clifton, Lads of Southwark,
Liverpool, St. Albans and Wargrave. After this the meetings
were as follows:LIST OF RING MEETINGS 1934 – 1940
No.of
Date
Place
Numbers
Meeting
Present
*Inaugural 20.10.1934 Cecil Sharp Clubs/Men
House
13 60-70
2
1.6.1935
Thaxted
10 60

3

14.9.35
1.2.36

Stow on
the Wold
C.S.House

*4

7 35
13 70

5

6.6.36

Thaxted

13 8O

6
7
8

5.9.36
19.9.36
13.3.37

Wargrave
Grasmere
C.S.House

10
6 21
16 80

9

5.6.37

Thaxted

13 80

10
11

12.6.37 Tideswell
18.9.37 Kettering

6 20
9 24

Clubs
Admitted

Bishops
Stortford and
Thorley, Colchester,Lakeland,Morley
College
Edinburgh
Bedford,
Coventry
Foresters,
Cheddar, Manchester,
Newcastle

Cheltenham,
Stansted,
Springhead
Abingdon,
Hampton
London Pride

14

15

*12

12.3.38

C.S.House

13
14

11.6.38
17.9.38

Thaxted
15 100
Stow on the Wold 17 75

*15
*16
17
18

29.10.38
18.3.39
13.5.39
10.6.39

Manchester
C.S.House
Longridge
Thaxted

*19

10.3.40

C.S.House

20 90

6 20
16 80
6 22
17 110

Balgowan,Greengates,W.Yorkshire,Wrington
Suffolk
Birmingham,
Curfews
Oxford City
De Meihof Morris
Mannen(Holland)

14 70

* day meetings; all the others were weekends
A few developments in the organisation of the Ring should be
mentioned. It was decided at the Stow-on-the-Wold meeting in
1935 that any change of Squire or Bagman should take place at
the autumn meeting and that elections should be held during
the previous winter, a pattern which has been followed to
this day. The first Squire, Alec Hunter, completed his term
of office in 1936 and was succeeded by Kenworthy Schofield,
the changeover being made at Grasmere. Kenworthy in turn
handed over to Douglas Kennedy at Stow-on-the-Wold in 1938.
I was re-elected Bagman on each occasion, there being the
customary lack of enthusiastic candidates to take on this
task. Two new appointments were made by the Squire at the
Grasmere meeting; Arthur Peck to the office of Recorder and
Reg Howes to the office of Keeper of the Scrapbook, both
necessitated by the increasing volume of paper of one kind or
another. A further new officer was appointed at the Cecil
Sharp House meeting in 1937, to be responsible for keeping in
touch with isolated Morris Men who had no nearby club which
they could join. That was Walter Newell, the Correspondent
for Unattached Dancers, known less pedantically as the Chief
of the Odds and Sods, who established the present longservice record by keeping his job until 1969 by which time
the need for it had fallen away.
There is not the space here to go into details about the
early Ring meetings and I can only make a few general comments
about them. There were two large meetings each year, at Cecil

Sharp House and at Thaxted, supplemented by a varying number
of smaller meetings in different parts of the country. I
described in my previous article how the Thaxted club had
arranged Morris gatherings there every year from 1927 onwards; these became Ring meetings in 1935, but apart from
the addition of a Feast there was little change in the
pattern which had already been established. One different
feature of a Ring meeting in those days was the considerable
emphasis on teaching, and on practising the dances to be
shown in public. It was normal for Friday evening to be devoted to this, and possibly part of Saturday morning with
tours not beginning until later on the Saturday. The need
for practice was, of course, to some extent forced upon us,
especially at the smaller meetings, as many clubs could not
produce a full side and there were always some isolated
dancers who had to be fitted in. Nevertheless, possibly we
can learn something from the past. The meetings at Cecil
Sharp House were day meetings, with instruction in the morn
ing and afternoon,and displays by individual clubs with some
general dancing in the evening, followed by a Feast. The
places for meetings other than at Cecil Sharp House and
Thaxted were selected for specific reasons, e.g., to allow
men to visit traditional villages, to encourage local sides,
or in the hope of discovering or reviving some traditional
dancing. The fact that some meetings were quite small in
numbers did not detract from the pleasure they gave, and I
think with some nostalgia of a meeting such as that at
Kettering, where there were only 24 men but which was possibly one of the most enjoyable which the Ring has ever
arranged. Apart from Thaxted, the arrangements for the
meetings fell heavily on the Ring officers, as there was
rarely a local club which could take on the burden. In this
I am reminded of one of the ways in which men's habits were
the same then as now: I am on record as having chided the
clubs for the inaccuracy of their forecasts of numbers for
the Stow-on-the-Wold meeting in 1938, when 50 men were said
to be coming but 75 arrived, resulting in the Feast being
less than the gastronomic success for which I had hoped.
But, whatever the merits of the food, the Ring was
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fortunate in its guests at these early Feasts. William
Kimber and William Wells were still playing and dancing,
and both came regularly to Ring meetings. Ralph Vaughan
Williams was the guest at Cecil Sharp House in 1936, and
spoke in high praise of the Morris, saying that "to us is
given the task of preserving an art peculiar for its monumental quality". In 1937 the Ring entertained Frank Howes,
then music critic of the Times, and editor of the E.F.D.S.S.
Journal, who spoke of the old magic of the traditional
dance, essentially masculine in its nature, and welcomed
the work which the Ring was doing towards maintaining that
tradition. Former dancers from the Cotswolds, dancers from
Winster, from the Basque country and from America were all
our guests at one time or another. It is unfortunate that
there were no portable tape-recorders in the 1930's.
I must mention one important general matter. In the
discussions leading to the formation of the Ring there had
been questions about its relationship with the E.F.D.S.S.,
and some doubts as to how the two organisations would work
together. These doubts proved to be unfounded, as the line
of demarcation between the Society's and the Ring's activeities was fairly clear cut. The Ring's broad task of encouraging the Morris was undertaken through the clubs, and its
activities were aimed at the development of the club as the
essential unit of the Morris. The Society, on the other
hand, concerned itself much more with the dance itself; it
was the generally recognised authority on the style and
content of the Morris, it provided instruction through its
classes in its various regions and at its vacation schools,
and it was responsible for all publications concerning the
Morris and for what might generally be called the learned
society aspects of Morris as a folk activity. The Ring gave
no instruction in the dance apart from that at Ring Meetings;
most beginners got their first instruction in Morris from
the Society and joined a club only when they had acquired
some expertise, as very few clubs were in a position to teach
Morris to beginners. As a consequence of all this there was
no significant overlap between the Society's task and what
the Ring was trying to do, and the relationship worked
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without difficulties. It is interesting to note that when the
question of archival recording arose, the Ring turned to the
Society and at the Wargrave meeting in 1936 passed a resolution, unfortunately fruitless, urging the Society "to
record for the gramophone the playing of such traditional
musicians as yet remain and to film the dancing of traditional teams" (there is a familiar ring about this, 43 years
later). In these various ways the Ring was following its
constitution, which said that its purpose was not to replace
or supersede existing organisations, but to subserve them.
The Society was generous to the Ring in many practical
ways, ranging from its gift of the Squire's staff of office
and its provision of beer and cider at the Inaugural Meeting
to the free use of Cecil Sharp House for Ring functions.
The seal was set on the relationship between the Ring and
the E.F.D.S.S. by the election of Douglas Kennedy to be the
third Squire; he had, in fact, not wished to be a candidate
for office earlier than this as he felt that the Ring
should fully establish itself as an independent organisation
before he, as Director of the Society, became its leading
officer.
The growth of the Ring is shown in the list of meetings,
which records the dates of admissions of new clubs up to 1939.
By this time 39 clubs had been admitted, and the concept of
the revival Morris club was firmly established. The outbreak
of war in September, 1939, did not immediately prevent a
number of clubs from continuing to meet for dancing, and
it was possible to have a good sized Ring meeting at Cecil
Sharp House in March 1940.
Preliminary arrangements were
made to hold a meeting at Thaxted the following June, but
the turn of events in May put it out of the question, and
the activities of the Ring went into abeyance until after the
end of the war.
(Note: the numbers of men shown as attending Ring meetings,
pages 13 and 14, are approximate.)
***********************************************************
If any man knows anything about the Chelmsford club,
c.1930 to 1939, please will he write to the Editor.
***********************************************************

18.
Norris Winstone wrote, in May,
"At very short notice Kemp's Men took part in an Anglia
Television programme on May customs, together with Pete
Nalder from Northampton, who has written a book about May
traditions. We were in the Studio from 9.30 till 2.30 and
the recorded programme was transmitted in "About Anglia" the
same evening. As dances with rounds come across so well, we
danced Beet Topping, Bledington Hey Away, and Ilmington
Black Joke. It was very interesting seeing an Ilmington Hey
from a high camera shot."
************************************************************
From JONATHAN HOOTON 1/9/78 (then Squire of the Wheatsheaf MM.)
Whilst being Bagman for the Committee of the London
Morris Clubs, organising the 'Nine Daies Wonder', I read
quite a lot about Kemp in order to discover exactly what conditions were like in 1599. The roads Kemp danced on have long
since disappeared, but we get quite a lot of information
about the route taken in Kemp's account and we can make educated guesses about the route and distances involved that
won't be too inaccurate.
Why did Kemp do it? Not, probably, because he was interested in the Morris. It was popular in the country at that
time, and according to Stowe, writing in 1598, it was also
part of the May-tide pastimes of the parishes of London.
Sharp described Kemp's dance as 'A somewhat ridiculous and
very un-Morris-like escapade.' But this was probably the
very reason why Kemp chose it. He was a clown and a showman
with a very good idea for publicity. And in 1599 he was in
need of publicity; he had just left Shakespeare's Company,
and probably had not parted on good terms. It was a team of
long standing colleagues and to walk out was exceptional.
It is generally believed that Kemp was dissatisfied with the
size of his parts. So he would ad-lib, and with much success,
but this led to a quarrel with Shakespeare. Shakespeare hints
at this in Hamlet, written the following year, when Hamlet,
lecturing one of the actors, has this to say (Act 3, Sc.2)
'And let those that play your clowns speak no more than is
set down for them ' So, here we see Kemp, out of the
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limelight, perhaps in need of money and probably harbouring a
grudge, looking for an excuse to show he was still as popular as ever and did not need the Lord Chamberlain's Men.
The idea probably arose from a boast or a bet. Certainly
Kemp did take bets, and made money from the venture: though
not as much as rumoured, for he states in the 'Nine Daies
Wonder' that one of the reasons for recording his exploits
was to 'reprove the slander spread of him.' He mentions that
on leaving London people gave him 'sixpences and grotes';
Sir Edwin Rich, who entertained him at Thetford, gave him
£5, and the Mayor of Norwich gave him 'five pound in Elizabeth Angels' as well as 40s yearly for the rest of his life.
He also took bets but complained that many refused to pay up.
Kemp called the exploit his 'Kinde entertainment' and
says that nothing but 'blunt mirth' could be found in a
Morris Dancer. But it was probably danced for the fame rather
than the fun - and it was certainly popular. Large crowds
followed him from London and between London and Chelmsford
he estimated that in the day time the crowds never dropped
below 200 and even when he danced from Brentwood to Ingatestone with 'the Moone shining clearely' 50 people followed
him.
In those days of poor communication, it was no doubt
exaggerated and many rumours spread. One of Kemp's reasons
for recording his journey in print was to tell 'the truth
against all lying Balled-makers'; perhaps someone had seen
him accept a horseback ride of mile into Romford and
claimed he cheated, although Kemp retraced his steps the
next day to re-dance this section. Indeed, George Spratt,
his overseer,was such a stickler, that when he lost sight of
Kemp in the crowds at Norwich he made him dance that section
again the following Tuesday, after the event was over.
What did he dance? The only record of Morrice at that
time is a description by Arbeau, in a treatise on dancing
published in 1589 of a dance called 'La Morisque'. However,
this is of little help, because it was a book of courtly
dances, and 'La Morisque' had obviously been refined from the
rustic original. Also this had been derived from the continental peasant dances, and the English Morris, although
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undoubtedly springing from the same origin, had been developing differently. Then, as now, it is quite probable that it
was more the association of bells, handkerchiefs and vigorous
movements, rather than any particular step, that indicated
the Morris to the general public. Indeed, Kemp, contending
with ruts, puddles and crowds, could not have danced more
than a lively step or caper. Yet he is insistent it was the
Morris he danced, and gets quite cross with those who swore
that 'in a Trenchmore I have trode a good way to winne the
worlde'. Now a Trenchmore was a boisterous dance to a tune in
triple time, and whatever its steps might have been, it was
obviously different from the Morris.
Kemp's exploit took 27 days in all, only nine of which
were spent dancing. From the detailed record we can work out
his speed. On the first day he danced to within ¼ of a mile
of Romford - from before 7.00 a.m. to 'moonshine' which would
have been quite early as it was Lent when he danced. We
could estimate the first day at 12 miles in 12 hours - that
is one mile per hour. It was slow, but he did have a great
crowd round him for most of the day. The second day he was up
'earlier than the Lark' and danced to Ingatestone, in
'Moonshine': another 12 miles at about 1 mph. On the third
day he danced a further six miles and on the fourth day he
made Braintree by noon. Assuming that like the first day, he
set off just before seven, he would have danced eight miles
in five hours, still not fast, but he did remark that it was a
'foule way.....being full of deep holes.' On the fifth day his
pace and stamina improved - 16 miles in 12 hours (1 1/3 mph)
and shot up on the 6th day to 22 miles in 12 hours, including
a rest at widow Everet's house. This means his pace nearly
doubled to 2 mph for 12 hours, even though, according to
Kemp, it was 'both further and fouler' than the alternative
route he had been advised to avoid. This almost makes one
wonder whether or not Kemp's memory was at fault. However,this
was probably not a fabrication, because on the seventh day
Kemp danced the ten miles to Thetford in three hours (over
3 mph) and he comments, contentedly, on his speedy progress.
(This article to be completed in No.6 of The Morris Dancer)

